
Engineered for Better Performance

» Dramatically reduced fan noise

» Fuel savings up to 10%

» Reduced maintenance with less  
radiator contamination

» Less power consumed by the fan; more 
power available for machine work

More Uptime in Cold Weather

» Better engine and hydraulic fluid 
temperature control and less overcooling

» Faster engine and cab warm up

» More productive machines

» Reduction in cold weather-related  
engine issues

Replace direct drive fans with Horton  
Variable Speed Fan Drive Upgrade Packages

Variable Speed Fan Drive Upgrade Packages   
For Hydraulic Excavators

 
              for All Seasons
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Everything You Need to Order 
with One Part Number
Horton Variable Speed Fan Drive Upgrade Packages include the new 
SmartClutch, for easy conversion of the OE direct drive fan on your 
excavator to a continuously variable speed fan drive system.

Contact your Horton representative or Customer Service and  
ask if an Upgrade Package is available for your excavator.

Noise  
Measured noise with smartphone 25’ from machine

Up to 8 db noise reduction on pump and radiator sides 

Hydraulic Warm Up Test  
Measured time to increase hydraulic temp from 38°C to 60°C*

Up to 50% reduction in typical machine warm up time

*Ambient temp was -3°C

Fuel Savings by Fan Speed

Fan Speed % of full fan speed Fuel Savings liters/hour

100% 0

70% .9

10% 1.8
All data was independently collected using a Komatsu® PC290 excavator. 
Actual results may vary.
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Committed to Your Ideal Airflow Solution
Horton® is a global airflow industry leader in reliability, service and innovation. Our responsive reps and resourceful engineers have built 
their reputation on delivering the perfect solution for any highway or off-highway application. Trust Horton to give you precisely what you 
need to meet your specs, improve performance and minimize downtime.

Komatsu is a registered trademark  
of Komatsu America Corp.

Fans spin at full speed all the time with fuel-
wasting OE direct drives designed for cooling 
during high temperatures and worst-case duty 
cycle operating conditions.  

Horton Variable Speed Fan Drive Upgrade Packages 
with the new SmartClutch modulate the fan speed 
so it turns only as fast as needed.

SmartClutch monitors charge air, engine 
coolant, and hydraulic fluid temperatures, then 
continuously adjusts fan RPMs in a closed loop 
speed control, preventing overcooling.

The result? The fan spins much slower than a 
direct drive fan in all but the hottest ambient 
temperatures and most severe duty cycles.

Your benefits? Measurable fuel savings and 
significant noise reduction.

A System Solution with Measurable Benefits


